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    The prosperity of Five-character poem, which manifests in Wei-jin period in the 
development of Chinese poetry is an important link of wei and jin dynasty, this paper 
aims at the basis of wuyan poem, which manifests measurement statistics, combining 
previous research achievements of its thriving, reasons for that, hope to explore more 
far reaching conclusion. The article is divided into five parts, concrete structure is as 
follows: 
    Introduction based on The poetry of pre-qin to northern and southern dynasties 
which wrote by Mr Lu Qinli, analysis of Five-character poem, which manifests in 
wei-jin period.Introduces the research value and research status of the reasons for 
prosperity of Five-character poem in Wei-jin period. 
    The first chapter discusses the external causes. Main analysis era culture trend 
and extrinsic motivation mechanism of five-character poem, which manifests the 
promoting function of prosperous. 
    The second chapter discusses the internal cause. First from macroscopic 
perspective of five-character poem, which accord with with style of the replacement 
of rules, then from microcosmic angle analysis the poetic advantage of five-character 
poem. 
    The third chapter discusses the choice of literati,this is the new exploration. 
Begin from the perspective of the psychology of creation, how treat emerging verse 
poet, Wei jin poet certain poetic face new initiative "battle" attitude to promote the 
development of five-character poem. Second from the perspective of literati mentality 
in wei-jin period the characteristics of the inner world of literati of five-character 
poem, which manifests development role. 
    Epilogue part summarizes the paper explores again after prosperous reason of 
five-character poem, which manifests the conclusion. 
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《先秦汉魏晋南北朝诗》 诗人数 五言诗数 总诗数 五言诗数占总诗数比例 
两汉 58 163 684 24% 
魏晋 236 1541 2345 66% 
 
其次，魏晋五言诗数及创作人数，占总诗数及诗人总数比例均在 65%以上。
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建安时期 326（19） 254（17） 64（11） 12（4） 78%（89%） 
正始时期 284（19） 149（12） 61（11） 19（2） 52%（63%） 
西晋时期 789（71） 374（48） 260（54） 29（7） 47%（68%） 
东晋时期 946（127） 764（98） 115（46） 37（5） 81%（77%） 






























































































































































































                                                        
① 根据张可礼先生在《东晋文艺综合研究》中的划分，东晋中期指的是咸和中期到太元末年（公元 396）














































































作者 总诗数 乐府诗数 五言诗数 乐府五言诗数 乐府五言诗数占乐府诗
数比例 
曹操 20 17 6 4 24% 
曹丕 44 25 29 7 28% 
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